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Abstract: According to the provisions of the Romanian Labor Code (Article 9),
every Romanian citizen enjoys the right and freedom of employment in the countries of
the European Union and other countries provided that they comply with the standards
of international labor law and the bilateral treaties concluded by Romania. Law no.
156/2000 on the protection of Romanian citizens’ employment abroad provides for the
conditions for the organization and functioning of the placement agents and the general
measures for the protection of Romanian citizens hired abroad. In this article we have
analyzed, besides the provisions of Law no. 156/2000, the norms of the Labor Code
regarding the obligation of information that belongs to the employer regarding the
future content of the employment contract, the language in which the individual
employment contract is concluded and its mandatory clauses.
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The internationalization of the labor market, as a complex and accelerated
phenomenon, is indissolubly bound to the legislative evolution of states from the
inside and outside of the European Union, in the attempt of harmonizing their national
legislations with the community norms and protecting the workers that perform a
remunerated activity in other country than their own against discrimination.
The change from communist regime which promoted, at least in the theoretical
field, full employment, equal distribution of work remuneration, solidarity with the
disadvantaged, equal opportunities for all society members, to capitalist regime
generated in Romania many negative social phenomena such as: poverty, social
exclusion, high rate of unemployment, emigration of high-skilled workers etc.
One of the major social problems Romania confronted and still confronts
itself with after December 1989 is the so-called “social migration”1 of the Romanian
workers towards wealthy countries, in their search for well-paid jobs and social
benefits. This phenomenon has also profitable aspects “because it is able to decrease
the pressure over an adverse internal labor market, contributing to the entry in our
country of a considerable quantity of foreign currency which increases the purchasing
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power and stimulates the economical evolution”2, but the negative effects are
primordial. On the one hand, “the exodus of brains deprives us more and more of
the intellectual choice searching for work remuneration suitable for its capacity”3.
On the one hand, according to the provisions of the Romanian Labor Code
(Article 9), every Romanian citizen enjoys the right and freedom of employment in
the countries of the European Union and other countries provided that they comply
with the standards of international labor law and the bilateral treaties concluded by
Romania.
On the other hand, many so-called labor employment/ placement agents have
appeared, taking advantages of Romanian citizens searching for jobs abroad and
infringing their rights by concluding labor contracts in clear disadvantageous
conditions of employment. With the end of preventing such abuses in view, Law
no. 156/2000 concerning the protection of the Romanian citizens working abroad
was adopted, subsequently undergoing a series of modifications and completions.
The specialized placement services performed on the territory of Romania by
an agent of work force placement abroad consist in informing, advising and
mediating the Romanian citizens in order to employ them abroad.
The placement services are provided by the work force placement agencies
established in the territory of Romania or by other providers of placement services
established in the territory of a Member State of the European Union, other than
Romania, or of the European Economic Area, registered under the conditions
provided by the law or, as the case may be, subject to the notification procedure.
Law no. 156/2000 concerning the protection of the Romanian citizens
working abroad stipulates the conditions of registration and functioning of the
work force placement agents and also general protection measures for the
Romanian citizens that conclude individual labor contracts abroad otherwise but
through these agents. According to article 1 of this law, Romanian state ensures the
protection of the Romanian citizens that have their domicile in Romania and work
abroad. The stipulations of this normative act benefit only to the Romanian citizens
domiciled in Romania and working abroad but only on the basis of an individual
labor contract and not a civil or commercial contract4.
Law no. 156/2000 is not applicable in the case of Romanian citizens having
their domicile abroad, nor in the case of stateless persons domiciled in Romania.
From the interpretation of the title and the provisions of art. 3 of this law results
that is not applicable also to the Romanian citizens that:
– are employees of foreign public institutions organized and functioning on
the territory of other state than Romania;
– are employees of diplomatic missions, consulates and Romanian trade group
agents abroad;
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– are employees of international organizations having their center on the
territory of other state than Romania;
– are employees of Romanian or foreign trading companies that perform
international transport activities.
Regarding these categories of Romanian citizens, the Romanian Government,
through its competent authorities, makes efforts to conclude agreements, treaties or
conventions with similar public authorities from other states in order to establish
measures of protection for the Romanian citizens working in the respective countries.
Through such agreements and conventions based on the equal treatment principle
and the application of the most favorable proviso’s stipulated by Romanian
legislation, foreign or international treaties Romania is a part of, are settled at least:
– level of minimum wage;
– duration of working hours and leaves;
– general conditions of work, safety and security at work;
– insurances for work injuries or professional diseases and also for other
injuries not related with work.
Besides these situations, the most frequent cases are those of the Romanian
citizens that become employed abroad through the agency of specialized companies.
Law no. 156/2000 has in view the aim of finding and preventing abusive conducts
by providing Romanian citizens with proper protection outside the country's frontiers.
The activity of mediating Romanian citizens' employment abroad can be fulfilled
only through trading companies formatted on the basis of Law 31/1990 concerning
trading companies, republished, with subsequent modifications, subsidiaries of
foreign trading companies5 included, that have “Activities of workforce placement
agencies” code CAEN-7810 as principal activity, named workforce placement
agent abroad. The interposition of other categories of intermediaries between the
placement agent, the mediated person and the foreign employer is prohibited.
In order to perform an activity of mediation of making contracts of employment
abroad, the agent of workforce placement abroad have to meet the next cumulative
conditions:
– have the place and the endowments necessary for performing their activity
in good conditions;
– have hired staff with experience in the work force field;
– have concluded contracts containing firm job offers with foreign natural or
juridical persons or employers organizations;
– be registered at the Territorial Labor Inspection whose area the agent's center
is situated in;
– was not definitively convicted of a crime committed with intent, provided
by Law no. 286/2009 regarding the Criminal Code, with subsequent amendments
and completions, incompatible with the activity to be carried out;
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– is not facing bankruptcy;
– is not dissolved.
After registration with the territorial labor inspectorate the placement agents
have the obligation to organize a database containing:
a) firm offers of jobs from abroad, with all their specifications, both in the
language of the state of destination or in another language of international circulation,
as well as in Romanian;
b) information regarding the conditions of employment;
c) identification data of job seekers, as well as data regarding their qualifications
and skills.
The essential element of protection contained by Law no. 156/2000 is the
settlement of the minimum clauses that have to be included in the firm job offer, in
the supplemental agreement respectively. This is an attempt to minimalize the risk
of performing activities without observing work regulations and knowing, from the
beginning, the conditions of work, payment, suspension or extinction of the labor
contract etc.
In addition, Law no. 156/2000 stipulates the obligation of the workforce
placement agents to provide the elaboration of the individual labor contract in
Romanian also in order to guarantee the worker the knowledge of the contract's
content.
Concretely, the firm job offer included in the contract concluded between the
workforce placement agent and the foreign employer, respectively the supplemental
agreement concluded between the placement agent and his employee which is to
perform his activity abroad, has to contain6:
a) the identification data of the foreign employer;
b) the duration of the firm offer;
c) the number of jobs from abroad contained by the firm offers;
d) function, occupation or occupation;
e) duration of employment, conditions of employment, termination of
employment or re-employment;
f) duration of work time and rest time;
g) the hourly rate and / or the monthly salary, the currency in which the payment
is made, the methods of payment and the payment dates of the salary;
h) bonuses, overtime and other salary entitlements;
i) the cases in which the wage rights can be pursued;
j) the duration, the mode of granting and the monetary rights related to the
rest leave;
k) working and climate conditions, occupational health and safety measures;
l) the medical and life insurance of the Romanian employees, under the same
conditions as the citizens of the country of destination;
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m) granting compensation in case of occupational diseases, accidents at work
or death;
n) the conditions of accommodation or, as the case may be, of renting a home
and providing food;
o) the conditions of transport and repatriation of Romanian employees,
including in case of occupational diseases, accidents at work or death;
p) the customs of the place and any other specific aspects of nature that
endanger the life, liberty or safety of the Romanian employees;
q) taxes, taxes and contributions levied on the incomes of Romanian citizens'
employees, ensuring, as the case may be, avoiding double taxation or double collecting
social security contributions;
r) the contact details of the Romanian embassies / diplomatic missions in the
state of destination.
The mediation of a Romanian citizen's employment abroad is conditioned
upon the knowledge of all the elements above. A workforce placement agent who
mediates the closure of a contract of employment abroad for a Romanian citizen
will be civilly and criminally responsible, as the case may be. The violation of Law
no. 156/2000 stipulations is punishable by a contraventional fine. In case of
placement of Romanian citizens abroad without fulfilling the conditions provided
by law, the placement agents are obliged to bear the costs related to the repatriation
of the Romanian citizens in question, based on the supporting documents.
In the case of the placement of Romanian citizens abroad who, after signing
the mediation contract, do not comply with their obligations arising from them, the
workers are obliged to pay the value of the expenses incurred by the placement
agent, based on the supporting documents, without this amount exceeding 200
euros / worker.
The control of meeting the conditions imposed by Law no. 156/2000 and the
activity of the labor employment agents is the task of the personnel of the
Inspection of Work, competent in this matter.
The activity of mediating the Romanian citizens' employment abroad
includes a various gamut of acts such as:
– organizing a data bank with job seekers and offers of jobs abroad;
– finding jobs offered by foreign employers, juridical or natural persons, or
by foreign partners of mediation;
– advertising job offers and conditions of employment;
– selecting and pre-selecting the candidates according to job requirements,
occupational training, aptitudes and needs of job seekers;
– applying to employers for the employment of the persons selected for the
jobs offered.
Concretely, Law no. 156/2000 settles the juridical regime of two categories
of Romanian citizens working abroad:
1) persons that have concluded individual labor contracts with foreign employers,
juridical or natural persons, through the agency of the work force placement agent.
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In this case there are concluded two successive contracts: a contract including the firm
job offer, concluded between the work force placement agent and the foreign employer
and an individual labor contract concluded between the Romanian citizen and the
foreign employer;
2) persons employed by work force placement agents, on the basis of
individual labor contracts, which are sent abroad for performing their duties. In this
situation, the placement agent and the Romanian citizen will conclude two acts: an
individual labor contract and a supplemental agreement in which are stipulated
reciprocal rights and obligations during the activity's performance abroad.
If the tariffs for performing services of mediation are collected from foreign
employers, the work force placement agents will not be able to claim for services
payment from the persons searching for a job abroad. The placement agents will
also have to refund, partially or totally, the cost of mediation services collected
from the job seekers if they don't succeed into finding jobs inside the term set in
the mediation contract or if the beneficiary of this contract gives up to mediation
before the duration of the mediation contract expires. Placement agents are not
allowed to levy fees besides the tariffs of mediation services or to claim for
guarantees from the persons searching for a job abroad.
In order to establish the law applicable to labor contracts of the Romanian
citizens working abroad, we have to respect the following rules7:
a) when the labor contract is concluded and executed in the same state, that
state's labor legislation is applicable, excepting the matters of employee's capacity
which are under the action of the Romanian law;
b) when the labor contract is concluded in other state than Romania and
executed in other state than the first one, we have the next situations:
– for states with Roman law systems (France, Belgium, Spain, Portugal,
Brasil etc.), the applicable law is, in principle, the law of the place of concluding
the labor contract, but under the condition of observing some norms of the state of
performing the contract, namely the ones concerning the working hours, holiday
leaves, safety at work etc. The compulsory norms of the state where the contract
has to be executed are named norms of necessary application;
– for states with common law systems [England, United States of America –
excepting Louisiana, New Zealand, Australia, Israel, Canada (without Quebec) etc.]
the law of the place of execution of the contract is applicable, in principle;
c) when the labor contract is concluded in Romania, but executed in another
state, the next situations are possible to appear:
– when a Romanian employer is part of the contract, the applicable law is the
Romanian law, but under the condition of observing the norms of necessary
application from the place of execution;
– when a foreign employer is part of the contract, there are two possibilities:
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first, when the contract is concluded through a Romanian intermediary,
legally accredited, it is applicable the in-force law of the employer's state (the same
as the law of contract’s execution), excepting the matters concerning the capacity
of the employee which are under the action of the Romanian law, on the sine
qua non condition that the Romanian intermediary should have obtained,
before hand, all the approvals and confirmations asked to the future employee
by the labor law of the state of contract's performance;
● second, when the contract is concluded through direct negotiation
between the foreign employer and the future employee (which is equivalent
only to a bilateral promise to make the contract), they are bound to meet the
conditions stipulated by the labor legislation of the respective state in order to
conclude the labor contract (entry and residence permit, work permit etc.).
In case the employment contract is concluded with a Romanian employer, the
provisions of art. 18 of the Labor Code on informing the employee who performs
work abroad must be respected. This article stipulates that, in case the person
selected for employment or the employee, as the case may be, is going to carry out
his activity abroad, the employer has the obligation to communicate in due time,
before departure, the information provided in art. 17 paragraph 3 of the Labor
Code8, as well as information regarding:
a) the duration of the period of work to be performed abroad;
b) the currency in which the salary rights will be paid, as well as the payment
methods;
c) the cash and / or nature benefits related to the activity abroad;
d) climate conditions;
e) the main regulations of the labor legislation of that country;
f) the customs of the place whose non-compliance would endanger his/her
life, liberty or personal safety;
g) the conditions of repatriation of the worker, as the case may be.
The information provided in letter a), b) and c) must also be found in the
content of the individual employment contract.
●
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The legal clauses required to be included in an individual employment
contract, according to the framework model of this type of contract, are9: the
identity of the parties to the contract; subject of the contract; duration of the contract;
place of work; the kind of work; job duties; the criteria for evaluating the professional
activity of the employee; working conditions; duration of work; leave; remuneration;
specific rights related to occupational health and safety; other clauses (probation
period, notice period, etc.); general rights and obligations of the parties; final provisions
(regarding the modification of the contract, the number of copies, the competent
body to resolve the conflicts regarding the respective contract).
According to art. 17 paragraph 1 of the Labor Code, prior to the conclusion or
modification of the contract, the employer has the obligation to inform the selected
person in order to employ or, as the case may be, the employee, about the essential
clauses he intends to enter in the individual employment contract or to modify them.
This information obligation is considered fulfilled by the employer when signing the
individual employment contract or the addendum, as the case may be.
The elements included in the information of the employee must also be included
in the content of the individual employment contract. Therefore, the information
elements are transformed, at the conclusion of the contract, into its clauses10.
In the event that the employer does not fulfill the obligation of information
regarding the conclusion or modification of the individual employment contract or,
as the case may be, the rendering of the activity abroad, the employee is entitled to
notify, within 30 days from the date of non-fulfillment of this obligation, the
competent court and also seek compensation corresponding to the damage suffered
as a result of the failure to fulfill the obligation of information by the employer.
Unfortunately, the obligation to inform is not expressly provided for the employee,
but this results from the application of the principle of good faith11.
Another important aspect concerning the protection of the Romanian citizens
working abroad is their access to social insurance measures. Romanian citizens
working abroad will benefit of allowances from the medical insurance system, the
unemployment insurance system, the public system of pensions and other social
insurance rights in Romania if they pay to the competent Romanian institutions, on
the basis of an insurance contract, the proper contributions based on the statements
concerning the monthly earnings achieved abroad12.
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In order to beneficiate of allowances from the public system of pensions and
other social insurance rights and the unemployment insurance system, Romanian
citizens working abroad have to register to the competent institutions the necessary
documents, respectively:
– to the territorial House of Pensions, the declaration for insurance in the
public system of pensions and other social insurance rights;
– to the District Agency for Labor Employment – the declaration for
unemployment insurance.
For the purpose of benefiting of allowances from the medical insurance
system, Romanian citizens working abroad can conclude an insurance contract
with the territorial House of Medical Insurance.
Romanian citizens that become employed in states Romania has concluded
international social security agreements with, benefit of the social security rights
stipulated in these agreements.

